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The V-Shape V4 is the ultimate confidence booster. 
Its geometry and broader shovel actively help you 
initiate your turns. The narrower tail gives every 
turn a smooth finish. As your confidence grows, 
you will race up the learning curve. 

SKI STYLE: Groomer  
DIFFICULTY: Beginner/Intermediate 
BINDING: PRD 11  
PROFILE: Allride Rocker 

 HEAD V-SHAPE V4 

 FISCHER PRO. MT 77 Ti 

 MENS GROOMER SKI’S 

With Full Sidewall construction and All Mountain 
Rocker, this ski features proven technology and is 
an ideal choice for on-piste skiers seeking a variety 
of conditions and who occasionally venture off-
piste. 

SKI STYLE: Carving/Groomer  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate 
BINDING: RS10  
PROFILE: All Mountain Rocker 



A stiff, true performance ski that cuts through any 
conditions, so you stay in control. As an advanced 
skier you never miss an opportunity to put this to 
the test as often as possible. The perfect ski for 
spring snow. 

SKI STYLE: Carving  
DIFFICULTY: Expert 
BINDING: PDR 12  
PROFILE: Speed Rocker 

 HEAD SUPERSHAPE TITAN 

 FISCHER RC4 THE CURV 

 MENS CARVING SKI’S 

An expert carving ski, thanks to superior Triple 
Radius technology and free Milled Titanium that 
make these stand out and give you grip on any 
slope. With original World Cup base to protect the 
ski from burning out through heat build-up. 

SKI STYLE: Carving  
DIFFICULTY: Expert 
BINDING: RC4 Z13 Freeflex  
PROFILE: Race Camber 

 HEAD SUPERSHAPE MAGNUM The Supershape Magnum is the current ski of 
choice for advanced skiers of any age, size, or 
shape. Feel at home in any terrain, and thanks to 
its 72 cm waist, you'll be impressed by its fun, 
easy handling. The short radius makes it extremely 
agile. 

SKI STYLE: Carving  
DIFFICULTY: Advanced 
BINDING: PDR 12  
PROFILE: Speed Rocker 



The QST 85 delivers fun and excitement with a 
woodcore and basalt reinforcement for stability 
and confidence, shaped into an all-terrain rocker 
shape that's fun in every condition. Get ready to 
smile as you discover a new level of skiing. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate 
BINDING: Z11 Walk  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

 SALOMON QST 85 

 SALOMON QST 92 

 MENS ALL-MOUNTAIN SKI’S 

More terrain and new experiences. The QST 92 
makes fast arcs on hard snow, shreds zipper bump 
lines, and even likes a lap or two in the park. Built 
with C/FX, it delivers lightweight and stability for 
confidence to try everything. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate/Advanced 
BINDING: Z11 Walk  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

 HEAD MONSTER 83 Ti This all mountain ski shares your sporting 
ambitions on any terrain. Ski on and off-piste as if 
on rails. This is a ski born to deliver high speed 
with a longer    radius. The Monster 83 Ti is ready 
for some fun on the mountain. 

SKI STYLE: Carving/All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Advanced 
BINDING: Attack² 13  
PROFILE: Allride Rocker 



Wide enough for off-piste but still crushing the 
groomers from time to time, this perfect all 
mountain weapon rips soft snow in the morning 
and powers through groomers with speed and 
precision at end of the day. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Advanced 
BINDING: ELX 12.0 GripWalk  
PROFILE: Amphibio Rocker/Camber 

 ELAN AMPHIBIO 88 XTi 

 MENS ALL-MOUNTAIN SKI’S 

 ELAN AMPHIBIO 84 Ti Groomers, crud, powder and hard pack - pick your 
poison, because the Amphibio 84 Ti is the elixir. 
High performance enough for hard charging yet 
built to be forgiving and easy for those cruising 
runs at the end of the day. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate/Advanced 
BINDING: ELX 11.0 GripWalk  
PROFILE: Amphibio Rocker/Camber 



The QST 106 is a soft snow charger that also 
delivers precise, stable arcs on groomers and hard 
snow, with a floaty, predictable all twin rocker 
profile and 3D Woodcore reinforced with C/FX 3 
carbon and flax for power when you need it. 

SKI STYLE: Powder  
DIFFICULTY: Advanced 
BINDING: Warden 13  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

 SALOMON QST 106 

 ELAN RIPSTICK 106 

 MENS POWDER SKI’S 

The Ripstick 106 is the ultimate one ski wonder for 
all of the variable terrain the mountain has to offer. 
Adept at both short and long radius turns, on 
anything from ice to boot top pow, the Ripstick 106 
does it all. 

SKI STYLE: Powder  
DIFFICULTY: Advanced 
BINDING: Attack² 13  
PROFILE: Amphibio Rocker/Camber 

 SALOMON QST 99 Get ready to charge with the QST 99. Flying down 
your favorite resort runs on or off piste, the QST 99 
gives you confidence and stability to push the 
limit. The QST is a tremendous choice for a do-it-all 
ski that handles everything. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain/Powder  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate/Advanced 
BINDING: Warden 13  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 



If you are a beginner or intermediate skier, the     
Absolute Joy is the right choice for you. It’s a mix 
of lightweight materials give balance and control, 
as well as easy handling that gives you confidence 
in your skis and you quickly up your game. 

SKI STYLE: Groomer  
DIFFICULTY: Beginner/Intermediate 
BINDING: Joy 9 GW SLR  
PROFILE: Allride Rocker 

 HEAD ABSOLUTE JOY 

 FISCHER MY PRO. MT 77 Ti 

 WOMENS GROOMER SKI’S 

The My Pro MT 77 is very light and easy to handle, 
this ski even makes light work of getting to the 
slope. You will feel  confident as it glides smoothly 
through every turn. An easy, effortless ride with 
the On-piste Rocker. 

SKI STYLE: Carving/Groomer  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate 
BINDING: My RS10  
PROFILE: On-piste Rocker 

 HEAD PURE JOY The Pure Joy offers lightweight construction and 
easy handling. Progress you can see and feel for 
your day on the slopes. The short radius makes 
turning so easy and it also helps more advanced 
women skiers hone their carving skills. 

SKI STYLE: Groomer  
DIFFICULTY: Beginner/Intermediate 
BINDING: Joy 9 GW SLR  
PROFILE: Allride Rocker 



The QST 85 delivers fun and excitement with a 
woodcore and basalt reinforcement for stability 
and confidence, shaped into an all-terrain rocker 
shape that's fun in every condition. Get ready to 
smile as you discover a new level of skiing. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate 
BINDING: Z11 Walk  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

 SALOMON MYRIAD 85 

 SALOMON LUX 92 

 WOMENS ALL-MOUNTAIN SKI’S 

More terrain and new experiences. The QST 92 
makes fast arcs on hard snow, shreds zipper bump 
lines, and even likes a lap or two in the park. Built 
with C/FX, it delivers lightweight and stability for 
confidence to try everything. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate/Advanced 
BINDING: Z11 Walk  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

 HEAD TOTAL JOY Terrain is just not an issue here. The Total Joy is the 
perfect choice to satisfy all your needs, on and off-
piste. On piste, it ticks all the boxes for an 
outstanding carver that craves speed. Off-piste in 
open terrain, the short radius makes you quick and 
agile. 

SKI STYLE: Carving/All Mountain  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate 
BINDING: Joy11 GW SLR  
PROFILE: Allride Rocker 



The QST 106 is a soft snow charger that also 
delivers precise, stable arcs on groomers and hard 
snow, with a floaty, predictable all twin rocker 
profile and 3D Woodcore reinforced with C/FX 3 
carbon and flax for power when you need it. 

SKI STYLE: Powder  
DIFFICULTY: Advanced 
BINDING: Warden 13  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 

 SALOMON STELLA 106 

 WOMENS POWDER SKI’S 

 SALOMON LUMEN 99 Get ready to charge with the QST 99. Flying down 
your favorite resort runs on or off piste, the QST 99 
gives you confidence and stability to push the 
limit. The QST is a tremendous choice for a do-it-all 
ski that handles everything. 

SKI STYLE: All Mountain/Powder  
DIFFICULTY: Intermediate/Advanced 
BINDING: Warden 13  
PROFILE: All-Terrain Rocker 2.0 


